Talent Measurement
Driving Business Results Through
Superior Analytics

The Talent Balance Sheet
It would be unthinkable if a CEO proposed a major acquisition to a Board without giving any consideration to whether the
company’s balance sheet and financial structure would support the transaction.
Yet, with alarming regularity, corporate boards discuss strategy without considering whether the company has the talent to
execute the intended strategy.
But approaches are changing as talent measurement takes a front and centre stage position. Leaders are now grappling with
questions such as:

Do we appoint the
best candidates
into vacant roles?

Are we investing in
the ‘right’ people
(our A and B-players)?

Do we have insight
into who our highpotential employees
and key talents are, their
aspirations and possible
flight risk?

Do we have
talent pools
for key role succession?

Given our strategic
path, do we have the
right talent in the
right roles to leverage
growth opportunities?

How ready are our
next-generation
leaders to transition
into higher-level, more
complex roles?

Talent measurement provides the answers to all of these questions.

What does our
leadership pipeline
look like?

In which areas
are we at risk,
or particularly
vulnerable?

So What Is
Talent Measurement?
Talent measurement is the process whereby an
organisation collects and uses data about people.
It includes various methods and tools, which range from
intuition and simple interviews to sophisticated online
psychometric measures, and rigorous assessment centre
simulations.
At a micro level, talent measurement produces data about
individuals (strengths, development needs, aspirations,
and job-fit). At a macro level, it produces rich analytics
that sheds light on the organisation’s capability to
execute a chosen strategy, or a given mandate.
In particular, talent measurement
organisation’s exposure to people risk.

pinpoints

an

The right people will
deliver the right results

The Many Guises of People Risk
All risks are interconnected. Virtually everything a leader does comes down to managing risk in the pursuit of improved
performance. It takes shape in the decisions a company makes about its capital structure, its scope of operations, its global
footprint, its governance structure, its operating processes, and its people strategy.
Examples of risk accelerators include:
Weak
employer
brand

Critical
talent and
leadership
attrition

Poor
selection
practice

Loss of
knowledge,
institutional know-how
and wisdom

Ineffective
leaders

Weak bench
strength
(leadership
pipeline)

Poor decisions
(made by people who have been
wrongly appointed, or promoted
beyond their level of capability)

People risk needs to be understood in the context
of the business impact it may have. To this extent it is
essential to access objective data about people, and
talent management processes, which is where talent
measurement makes its contribution.

Talent
gaps

Dysfunctional
teams

The Business Case for
Talent Measurement
Differences in peoples’ performance impact the
bottom line.
Strong performers increase revenue and profit by
developing effective ideas and strategies, winning
support for them, and inspiring others to get them
implemented. They cut through bureaucracy and
complexity, bring ideas to market quickly, meet
commitments, and reduce costs.
Weak, or marginal performers, hurt your bottom
line by making poor decisions, working inefficiently,
failing to get others’ support, and being resistant to
change. They are frequently also slow learners.

Talent Measurement Scenarios
Typical scenarios include assessment for:

Selection
(external hiring
or promotion)

Development
(e.g. localisation
programmes,
executive education)

Further permutations include assessment in the context of:

Organisational
restructuring, mergers,
or acquisitions

Career
planning

and development

Developing
a view
of bench strength,
organisational
capability, key role
succession

Identifying
high-potential

employees (HiPOs) and
future leaders

Our Approach to Talent Measurement
The Talent Institute has an eclectic approach to talent measurement. Our accreditation with mainstream test and simulation
developers enables us to offer a varied range of talent measurement solutions.
More importantly, our offering is flexible in the sense that the client decides on a specific solution for a specific need, linked
to a specific budget. We may guide you in your choice, if you wish us to do so.
Whilst we favour the use of robust psychometric measures and assessment centre simulations, we offer scalable assessment
solutions to address a variety of client needs.
We assess candidates in a given context against:
Job-specific
delivery
accountabilities

Operational and
strategic demands
of a particular job
or level

Competencies
required for
effective performance

In addition to the use of robust psychometric measures, we make extensive use of assessment centre methodology. The latter
typically includes simulations such as In-Tray exercises, group discussions, role plays, case studies, and presentations.
Our approach to measurement is influenced by models such as the:
Levels of Work model
(based on Stratified
Systems Theory)

Drotter
Leadership Pipeline
model

DDI-high potential
competency
model

And our own
Transition Readiness
model

Our Value Proposition
Your Challenge

Our Assessment Solutions Will Help You Determine …

selection
Accurate Selection

Who you should hire, or promote and why

investment
Targeted Investment

Who would yield the highest return on an investment in development
(e.g. executive education, coaching)

role succession
Key Role
Succession

Who you should groom for key roles and why

restructuring
Organisational Restructuring

Who has the right profile for the new structure

capability for
Building Capability
for tomorrow
Tomorrow

Where the talent gaps are, and the extent of your vulnerability

identification of HiPOs and
Early Identification
future leaders
Future
Leaders

Who demonstrates exceptional promise

Transformation (Accelerating the
development
Development of local
Local talent)
Talent)

Which employees will benefit from fast-track development programmes

growth
Business Growth

Who are capable of executing strategy, and taking the organisation to the
next level

Talent Measurement –
Strategy and Architecture
Upon request, we assist clients with the design
of a talent measurement strategy, which
standardises assessment practice across
job levels and functions within a specific
organisation.
We also facilitate the design and initial
operation of an assessment centre platform for
clients, who wish to create internal measurement
capability.

The difference between good
companies and great companies
is having the right people in the
right roles, and making talent
the single biggest driver of
business performance.

About the Talent Institute
The Talent Institute is a privately held boutique professional services firm
that specialises in strategic talent management consulting. Specifically, we
focus on helping clients develop and implement strategies and practices
to more effectively manage the selection, deployment, development and
retention of talent to support current business strategies and to prepare for
future challenges.
Our core competency lies in our ability to interpret talent analytics in the
context of strategy and business impact, and the use of predictive intelligence
to inform risk mitigation, capability development and talent investments.
Grounded in organizational psychology, we leverage research, analytics,
expertise and industry insights to enable business performance by removing
the guesswork from making decisions about people.

Your Contact
Should you want to learn more, please contact:
Errol van Staden
Business Psychologist | Talent Management Advisor
Mobile: +27 83 637 0700
Email: errol@talentinstitute.ae
You may also wish to visit www.talentinstitute.ae
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